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WHY
IT
VE A
IGHT

PADUCAH, KY., SATURDAY MORNING, AUGUST 5. 1905.

Rose was lying on his side when I got 'understand you are a member of the
sentation, it was decided at the outback.
'firm now.' I smiled at 'aim and wantset by the Washington government
On being cross-examined by Hon.'ed to shake hands but he refused.
that the -president, would recognize
Hal Corbett Crow said:
Rose said, 'You s--4 of a b—you will
no precedence based on - successe
"I have known Rose five year, and have to pay me that $15 or I will fix
the present war. Because Baron r•ohave not quit my place with the lum- all of you.' Rose then remarked that
mura was presented at Sagamore Hill
ler company; that is nobody has said Loving owed him $750 which had to
almost a week before M. Witte arrived
anything to me about quitting since be paid by II o'clock. I told. Rose to. THE OFFICIAL PROGRAMME in this country it waii decided that. for
Rose was out. I left when Loving be quiet but he refused. He pounded
this reason Baron Komura must take
FOR THE IMPORTANT
came back because I thought trouble on the door dividing the private from
precedence over M. Witte. This, bow
EVENT.
was in store. Rose was very excited the public office, and then entered
ever, will be recognized only in the
and angry. I could not make out without invitation.
half hour's difference in the time of
what Loving said to him when he enthe presentation of the two missions.
"I heard hint say t Loving, 'You:
tered the private office. Rose said on -- of a b—if you don't fix up that 'PEACE SQUADRON"
The question as to which ship
coming in 'I will fix all you forgers $500 by ii o'clock,- I will fix you.' Lovwouldbe assigned- to the Russians
TO CONVEY PARTY.
before night." Rose wa• pounding leg remarked loud enough for me to
and which to the Japanese to take
the desk when talking in an excited hear it that 'I have had trouble
them to Portsmouth solved itself.
manner to Gilbert. Rose boarded at enough with you' and at this came out
The servants on the Dolphin are Japnsy home. I saw no weapon in Lov- of the dividing door and passed Japanese First to Be Received by anese; those on the Mayflower are
ing's hand' %%hen he returned; it look- through the public office into the hallChinese.
President Roosevelt and the
ed like Loving was just holding his way, remarking that 'Rose has threatM. Karostovetz, a high official of
Russians Second,
hand down carelessly at his side. The ened me enough.' Loving was gone
the Russian foreign office, who is in
tones of the voices and words did not about 18 minutes, I would judge.
M. Witte's suite, declared this afterwit me so I left. Rose stated to Gil- Plow started out of the office, when
noon that the envoy is clothed with
bert that he wanted a settlement of Rose got him to remain, and at this POINTS OF INTEREST
full powers to conclude peace and
that $750 note his name had been slammed the dividing door at the reIN THE PREPARATIONS. that his decision will be binding on
forged to or he would sue everybody qtest of Blow who feared some
the czar.
would
by night.
think Rose and he were having trou"I heard Rose had a piece to pub- ble, Rose was talking so boisterous
Will Begin With Prayer.
Friday, Aug. 4.—Visit and formal
lish in the papers regarding exposing and loud. Loving came back and as
It is announced by a member of M.
presentation
Roosevelt
President
to
Loving, but did not see the piece. I he passed into the public office I reWitte's suite that the Russians, foldon't know if any papers were in marked, 'Wait a minute, MT. Loving, of M. Sergius Witte, Russian envoy, lowing the customs of the Muscovites,
accompanied
by
Rosen.
de
Baron
Rose's pocket, but there was not any I want to see you.' He did not
will begin work in connection with
stop
Saturday, Aug. 5.—Reception of the
impression indicating a pistol in his but continued on into the private ofthe peace conference with prayer.
peace
envoy's
of
Russia
and
Japan by
pocket. Rose's desk is in the private fice, and as he opened the door
and Presider' neesevelt on the Mayflower Early tomorrow, before the time set
office."
for the start, for Oyster Bay, where
Entered that place I saw him throw
i• and luncheon.
Mr. Corbett asked him when he last up his left arm as if to ward off some- Introde
the czar's peace envoy will first meet •
Aug. u.—Voyage 1
Sunda
sea to President Roosevelt
saw Rose with a gun, but County At- 'Ching. Blow then rushed out.
unofficially, beLov- Portsmouth. N. He - •
. „.- tcre the
torney Eugene Graves objected to this ing opened the dividing door
official meeting between the
with his tiariee "le Russia::
. •,', „Sorer Russian
and would not let Crow answer. Crow right hand. I did not state
and Japanese plenipotentiaries
Loving
asked to be permitted to answer and had hie right hand pointed towards the Is neese on the Dolphia.
Or Saturday. he will proceed with the
• ,day, Aug.. es—Reception and
said it was five months ago that he Rose, as reported. Loving was not
distinguished members of his party to
esen at Portsmou- i• navy yard by
last saw a gun in Rose's possession.
•the Russian cathedral at Ninty-sevexcited as he can back, and had hk
o Admiral Mead.
seption by enth street and
"The undersigned. a jury empan- ton, and today like yesterday will be
Madison avenue and
hands drooping at hie side. Loving
e g.-vernor of New P. 0. ,.,hire and there
ekd to enquire into the killing of H. assisted by Attorney John B. WickVernon Blow Testified,
go through the Russian religious
could have gone home and back in the
• tiortal guard escort to the Hotel services
Vernon Blow, the wealthy stave titre he was away. I never picked up
A. Rose, after being duly sworn, and liffe, of Wickliffe, Ky., who came here
of song and prayer. After
after hearing all the evidence procur- for that purpose, he having been the man of Louisville, Paducah and other tiny of the papers from Rose's feeds Wentworth.
worship he will proceed to meet Pres
Tuesday, Aug. 8.—Probal
first ident Roosevelt.
able and viewing the body of the de- legal adviser of Mr. Rose outside of cities, testified as follows:
after he fell.
eeting of the plenipo:entiar •-• for
ceased, find that said H. A. Rose the city during the lifetime of the lat"I dropped into Loving's office a
(At this an argument arose, ConnLange of credential'
little after 9 o'clock to .hake hand's ty Attorney Graves claiming that
came to his death by a pistol shot ter.
The coroner's inquest all of yester- with him, he always visiting me when Thursday after the shooting
v.ouad, said pistol being in the hands
Gilbert
N. York, Aug. 4.—Acting for the
of H. H. Loving, and fired at said day was attended by several .hundred in Louisville. Loving was at his desk shoed that Loving entered the priattention
Loving,
for
minute
and asked me if I had seen the pub- vate office on returning with his president, Thiid Assistant Secretary
people held in
H. A. Rose by said H. H.
said killing being done about the hour the seven long hours at the council lication in the newspaper regarding right arm pointed towards Rose. Mr. of State Pierce has communicated to
RUSSIANS ON SAKHALIN HAD
of to o'clock a. m. on the 3rd day of chamber on the second floor of the Rose's theft from the company. I said Graves wanted to read a statement Baron Rosen, the Russian ambassaTO CAPITULATE TO THE
August. tpos, in the office of the Ken- city hall, the investigation taking up I had not, and Loving then handed he Cainied Gilbert said was right and dor, and Mr. Takahira, the Japanese
JAPS.
lasting
until
in
company,
.9
shortly
o'clock,
after
Lumber
me the paper giving the account which wee+ quoted Gilbert as saying Lov- minister, the official programme for
tucky Mill and
read. I was reading it when Rose ieg was pointing his right arm tIS- the formal presentation to the presiPaducah. McCracken county, Ky. We 12:30 when an adjournment was then
No Supplies Even for the Sick and
believe from the evidence heard that taken until 1:30 o'clock in, the after- entered.
wards Rose, but Acting Coroner dent of the Russian and Japanese plen
Wounded, Declares Slav
there were some aggravating circum- noon. In the afternoon the jurors di"Loving was at his own desk wbile Young would not permit reading of ipotentiaries to the Washingtoil conCommander.
between
which
time
the
vided
Pool
&
surrounding
their
the case
I was between Loving and the door the document, but Tet Graves refer ference. This programme has for
stances
undertaking establishment, dividing the privve office from the te same for pointers to refresh Gil- weeks been a subject of much study
perhaps prompted the action on the Nance
Tokio, Aug. 4—The bulk of the
Lwhere the autopsy was held, the Ken- public office. I heard Rose's loud talk
on the part of the president and Mr.
part of said H. H. Loving.
TfienbOry.
)
Russian
garrisots of Sakhalin stscrendItucky Mill and Lumber company's of- trig out in the public office. The di(Signed.) E. FARLEY.
Continuing, Gilbert said: "I don't Pierce.
fice, in the Fraternity building, and viding door was closed arid suddenly actually know for sure which arm
As the president's representative ered to the Japanese July 31.
W. R. JONES.
A report. giving details of the final
back to the council chamber. Mr. there was loud rapping on same. Rose was raised. I may have said the Mr. Pierce will accompany Baron KoJOSEPH ULLMAN,
pursuit and surrender of the majority
while
chamber
Loving
the
was
WILLIAMS,
then
not
in
B.
mura
G.
and Mr. Takahira and their
opened it, walked in and re- right, but was ekcited right after the
the inquest was going on. but was at marked to Loving, "You s— of a le—. shooting at the time Graves was suite to the pier of the New York of the Russian garrison on Sakhalin
H. L. HARRISON.
home, at the city hall and in his at- I will give you until It o'clock to take talking to me. I could not see Rose Yacht club at East Twenty-third Islands has been received as follows:
W. L. BOWER.
"An independent cavalry column on
torneys' offices during those hours.
care of that $5oo note, or fix you." after Loving entered the private of- street at 9 o'clock Saturday morning,
the afternoon of July 28 attacked
where
the
The above is the verdict returned
delegation
Rose had his hand in his pocket as if fice, because the wall was between
will board the
the enemy soyth of Paleo and routed
Chas. Crow's Statement
yesterday by the jury of Justice Jeese
to draw a gun. Loving ran out, say- me and them. I heard two shots fir- protected cruiser Chattanooga, Comhim, deiving him southward, capturing
Charles Crow, son of Coroner Jas. sing
Young. who conducted the inquest
mander
Alexander
'Sharp commandhave had trouble enough with ed in rapid succession and I ran over'
two
field guns besides a number of
Into the manner and cause of the Crow, and litho has been aseociated you and don't want to talk any more.' to the dividing door as Loving was ing, and the vessel will start for Oysrifles and a quantity of ammunition.
death of H. A. Rose for Coroner eith Rose in the lumber business for I started to leave and Rose asked me backing out of the private office. Rose ter Bay, steaming at a medium speed.
"On July 19 the cavalry, being reJames Crow. who asked to be relieved the past five years, was the first wit- to stay and sit down I tried to pacify was lying with his head towards the Half an hour later Mr. Pierce will per
inforced, vigorously pursued the enof the undertaking because the dead ness introduced. He said as follows Rose but could not as he was very dividing door. I took the pistol form a similar ceremony for Mr.
emy south of Taylon, twenty-five
man boarded at his home. The ver- in answer to prosecution's questions: angry.
from Loving and put it in the safe. Witte and Baron Rosen, the Russian miles south of Rykoff. The enemy
"I know both Loving and Rose, and
suite,
plenipotentiaries,
dict was reached about 4:45 o'clock
and
who
their
"While Loving was out Rose said (At this time the pistol was produced
halted at Onol, twerey-five miles
in the afternoon, after the six jurors am a lumber inspector employed by
will go aboard the protected cruiser
presume lie has gone for an officer, and Gilbert identified it)
south of Taylon, which lies twentyhad been hearing testimony, argu- the Kentucky Mill and Lumber com- len we will see who gets out first.'
Commander
Tacoma,
Reginald
F.
"Rose was awfully excited, while
five miles south of Rykoff. The eneaunts and witnessing the autopsy pany. The morning of the shooting Reed was sitting on the top of the Loving was calm. Rose was always Nicholson commanding.
my halted at Onoi, twenty-five miles
since 9 o'clock yesterday morning. It Rose entered the public office of the table, facing the dividing door. I was my warm personal friend till that
south
of Taylon, and at 5 o'clock on
took the jury nearly one hour to ar- mill company about to o'clock at the standing ready to go when Loving morning when he cursed me. I had
Peace Squadron Described.
the morning of July 3o, sent a letter
Mr. Pierce will then board the con•rive at me conclusion, and when they Fraternity building. I was sitting in left. As the dividing door opened on not the slightest idea trouble was
brought thew verdict into the council the public office and Rods remarked Loving'., return Rose sprang from the going to happen. The day before the verted yacht Sylph, which, steaming under a flag of truce to the Japanese
chamber of the city hall a discussion on entering, "Gilbert, I see you are a table towards the door. I then jump- shooting I did not hear Rose tell rapidly ahead, will pass the Tacoma commanding officer from Gen Liapnoff, the Russian governor, saying that
arose bistweeo County Attorney Eu- member of the firm now." Mr. Gil- ed up and dodged out of the door Loving to straighten tip the $eoo and Chattanooga, taking position at
the lack of bandage material and ingene Greven who conducted the pro.- bert replied that he was, and at this thinking trouble was up. There was natter, or he (Rose) would expose the front of the column.
ability to succor the wounded compel.,
secutinn, and Lawyers Hal Corbett, Rose said "Well, I want you to pay no shooting until I get into the outer Loving.
Arriving at Oyster Bay about noon,
eel him from a sense of humanity to
Thonsao Harrison and Cecil Reed, me that $15 you one me," meaning office. Loving entered the dividing
squadron"
anchor,
"peace
its
will
the
"The $eoo note in controversy was
terminate hostilities.
who represented the defendant, H. something about some estuary Gilbert door and threw up his left arm in paid by a Louisville bank and charg- arrival being loudly Lheralded by the
"The conwnander of the Japanese
IL Leong. Me Graves contended drew out of the Memphis bank while front of hie face as if to protect him- ed to Loving's private account, and flung of an ambassadorial salute of
force
replied, demanding the delivery
that the jury should show whether Rose was a member of the firm. Mr. self from a shot. I did not see any led away with the vouchers in the nineteen guns for each mission from
of all war supplies and property of
Mr. Loving was culpable and whether Gilbert replied that he would pay the pistol until after the shooting. Rose •ffice safe. Rose denied having the the Galveston, Mayflower and Dolthe Russian government, the uninthe killing was justifiable homicide or money.
was ten feet in the private office from -note which was stolen from the phin, which will be in waiting to conjured and' the delivery of all maps,
"At this Rose asked where Loving the dividing door.
'unjustifiable one. Finally after hearPortsplenipotentiaries
to
vey
the
vouchers. The note has now dioaprecords and papers relating to the
ing fi ili4rTfats on this score Justice was, saying he wented to see him as
"As I started out of the private of- reared again from the safe. Loving, mouth. Mr. Pierce, on leaving the
Young antle-Atneed that he did not he Rose, had a settlement he wanted fice some words passed between Lov- Rose, ?digs Ella Bryan and I all had Sylph, will board the Mayflower and Russian civil and military administration, and requiring their delivery in
will await the arrival of the president.
think a better verdict could he to make and intended getting "diet" ires and Rose, and I remarked 'Don't access to the safe."
reply at to o'clock on the morning of
brought in and the jurors had fully $75o from Loving or sue him before have any trouble.' I went out as
Hal Corbett cross-examined the The president will board the May- July 31, otherwise a nattacking movehe
therefore
night. Rose was greatly excited and quickly as possible. Something was witness', who said:
flower about t o'clock. He will be
discharged their duty,
ment would immediately be started.
disrniased the six men, thanking them
tried to quiet him, but without avail. said by someone after Loving came
"Rose pounded the dividing door given the principal salute of twenty"Col. Tolivitch, on behalf of Gov.
undertaking.
stayed
ancrtrying
in the public office and we hack into the private office. I and between public and private office. one guns from all the vessels in the
for their long
Liapnoff,
met Col. Koizami, Japanese
told Rose that Loving was its the pri- Rose thought Loving had gone for an Charley Crow had rushed out of the harbor, and as soon as his flag is
Which was a most tedious one.
chief
of
staff,
on the morning of July
Japantalking
vate
Vernon'
office
in
the
to Mr.
Mr. Loving was down stairs
officer to eject Reed- Think Rose had public office. Loving was sitting in hoisted on the Mayflower the
accepted
31
and
the proposed terms.
office of Chief James Collins under Blow, of Louisville, on business. his coat over his arm on entering the the chair at the desk formerly Rose's. ese plenipotentiaries will come on
Liapnoff,
"Gov.
seventy officers and
ernered
the private office.
guard of Patrolman Aaron Hurley, Rose
private office. He was very wild and On entering Rose said 'You s— of a board from the Tacoma and be preRussian garrison
3,200
the
men
of
when the verdict wars returned, he de- , "Loving came out but I don't know excited,
b—, pay me that $soo by tt o'clock, sented by Assistant Secretary Pierce. then surrendered.
ensiring to be at the headquarters in where he went, he passing through the
Half an hour later the Russian
"Rose said nothing to me about * or I will fix you.' Loving in walking
"The spoils, consisting of clothing,
case needed for anything. He was public office into the ball. He was card for publication retracting the out of the private office said he didn't voys will come aboard and be present
supplies, are now
not placed on the witness stand dur- gone about five minute's and then' re- piece about theft. Rose tried to tell want to talk to Rose at all. Never ed. Immediately the president will papers and military
investigation."
under
ing the inquese by his lawyers, they turned. A's Loving came in I went me about his business troubles but I saw pistol in Loving's hand. I had formally present the Russian and Japout of the public office. Loving stop- did not want to hear them, and ad- no idea there was going to be trou- anese plenipotentiaries to each other.
deerning it not necessary.
FEARS LOSS OF EMPIRE.
As the verdict did not either exon- ped at the private office wherein Rose vised that they try and adjust things. ble like this coming up. After the A buffet luncheon in the cabin of the
concluwill
its
Mayflower
follow.
erate Mr Loving or hold him respon- had gone. Loving seemed agitated,
At
On 'being cross-examined by Mr. shooting I followed Loving out in
Sultan of Morocco Sorry He Called a
sible in the usual manner, this means but I didn't know what was the mat- Corbett, Blow said:
the hall. All the windows on the sion the Japanese mission will take
Conference of the Powers.
that the charge against him of mur- ter. I heard three shots after going
the
leave
board
of
the
and
president
"I am well acquainted with Rose, pnatoffice side of elle private office
der will have to go to trial in the po- out of the door. The first two were hut the latter was so excited on corn- were opened. A crowd was in the of- Dolphin. Mr. Pierce will go aboard
Paris, Aug. 4.—Information from
lice courts as the examining tribunal, in rapid succession, but a pause ex- ing into the private office he did not fice when I came back in after tak- the cruiser Galveston, and the presi- Fez reaching official quarters shows
and decision, reached there as to isted between the second and third speak to me. I remarked to him that ing pistol from Loving. The ;soo dent will then take leave of the Rus- that the sultan of Morocco, who first
whether he shall be held over and on shot. I did not see anything in Lov- he was so wrought up he did not seem note in question came forrn the West- sian mission and go ashore, again re- proposed an international conference,
ing', hand as he returned. Coming to know me. Rose came in in a rush, ern bank of Louisville. I could not ceiving a salute of twenty-one guns. now tears that discussion among the
what charge.
hack after the shooting I saw Rose while Loving was very cool. When tell Who signed same for sure, but
powers will result in the dismemberlying on the Aoor with his head by Loving returned into the private of- handwriting was same bold chiroSlow Trip to Be Made.
Examining Thal Today.
He therefor*
ment of his empire.
'After the coroner's inquest was the door dividing the public and pri- flee after going out Rose jumped to gralphy of Rose. Loving told me to
Under convoy of the cruiser Gal- csillen an assembly of chieftains, who
over Mir. Loving proceeded to his vate office, his prostrate form inside the floor from the table and started charge the note to his private ac- veston Commander Cutler command- formally decided that outside interborne with his guard and spent the the private quarter. He lived about toward Loving. My back was to Rose count Free himeelf brought the ing, with Mr. Pierce aboard, the Rus- ference in Moroccan affairs was not
slight there, to be at police court this half an hour.
in passing out of the place."
note down from Louisville, remarked sians on the Mayflower and the Jap- necessary. The sultan has since
morning. All the witnesses have been
"Rose had $5 in silver in his hated
to Loving absent it, and the latter af- anese on the Dolphin will sail for shown oppotition to the holding of a
summoned to be on hand today and if when he came in the public office from
Gilberee Testimony,
terwarde said charge it to his ac- Portsmouth The squadron will steam conference.
nothing unforeseen comes ttp the pro- the hallway and talked to Gilbert. Af'Mir. J. B. Gilbert, bookkeeper of the count. toving on going back into slowly, so as not to arrive there beceeding will be entered into and exam- ter the shooting people seemed afraid company, who was made treasurer al- the private office opened the door fore to o'clock Monday morning.
The Tennessee State soused Is holdiisiwg trial given. County Attorney to go into the private office for tter Rose was ousted, testified:
Desirous of being strictly neutral ing its annual oneampmeet at MurEugene Graves conducts the prossecu- asikiile, but finally many. entered! "Rose entered and said 'Gilbert, I
in all the arrangetnents for the pre- freesboro.'(Centioned on Page Pour.)
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ENVOYS'
MEETING

Jury Which Heard Evidence In
the Coroner's Investigation of
Killing of H. A. Rose.

tlIARACTER Of OFFENSE WAS NOT TOUCHED

Charge Now Goes to Investigating Court
For Hearing---Examining Trial To
Occur Today In the City Court
--Evidence Before Jury.
_
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New.Land Graft

Illinois co

Returns Today

'COMMISSION LEAVES WASH- MR. GORDON SWIFT GETS HIS
CERTIFICATE AND WILL
INGTON TO LOOK INTO
GO SOUTH.
SOME DEALS.
---Territories to Be Watered by Artific- Board of Health Holds Adjourned
Session This Afternoon-Drumial Channels, Present Oppormers Having Troeble.
tunities for Fortunes.
.0At'ashingten Setcial.)
A picked commission of government officers has just been sent west
by Secroory Hitchkock to aid in exposing new lines of graft in the general land offices of eeveral states in
the forestry service .and the reelainafion service. '
The commission is composed of
Frank Bond, of the general land office, A. C. Shaw, of the forestry service, an A. E. Chandler, of the reclamation or irrigation -service.
The commission will go first to
Deadwood; S. IX-tt will spend two or
three weeks in duo state and will then
move to other sections, where allegations of irregularities have been made.
This conimission will supplement the
work -which was assigned by President Roosevelt two years ago to Corn
missioner Richards, of the general
1- nd office; Gifford Pinchot, head of
the forestry service, and, F. H. Newel, in charge of the irrigation work.
These officiile -were directed to ine• re into various abuses under the
esoverning the award of public
. and to suggest changes in the
The board recommefided the
nent of theber and stone act,
7
o.orgested modifications in
•
• . id laws. No action was
these reconunendations,

Mr. Gorilon Swift, of New Orleans,
leaves today for the South, having
been here since the first of the week,
and time of sufficient length to entit:v him to a health certificate certifying to the fact that he has not
been in the territory infected by yellow fever. Health Officer Graves has
issued him the document which will
pass him through the quarantined
cities while making his Southern territory for the R. G. Dan mercantile
agency_
Adjourned Session.
This afternoon at 3 ci'clock the city
board of health holds the adjourned
meeting at the office of Mayor Yeiser for the purpose 61 taking some
steps regarding the negroes coming
here cm their excursions the Eighth
of August front Southern points. The
authorities are deterritined to take no
chances with the Yellow fever scare
and will avoid as far as possible the
wholesale entry here of the darkies.

J. K. Hendrick,

1R1 R. HENDRICK

Niagara Fails-August 4th, and
train No. too of August 5th, round
trip $17.05, good returning for 12
days. Tickets will Skie accepted from
Louisville only on morning train No.
16, B. & 0. S.-W. R. R. in connection
with C. H. &.D. R. R. from Cincinnati, Pere Marquette and Wabash
railroads.
Atlantic City-A1 trains of August
3rd, round trip $21-.55 in connection
with C. & 0. R. R. from Louisville,
and good on all trains of that line,
leaving Louisville August 3rd, and
returning until August 14th.
Atlantic City-All trains of August
loth; round trip $21.55 in connection
with B. & 0. SOW. R. R. from Louisville and on all train, leaving that
place August tofh, good returning for
12 days.
. .
Louisville, Ky.-July 30th and 31st,
round trip $6.95, good returning until
August loth.,
For further particulars apply,
J. T. Donovan, Agt. Paducah, Ky.
G. C. Wad:mild, T. A.. Union depot.

ANMIIMSA

J.

Miller 'L.'S. DuBois, Prest. !Lc. Oveillasy, Vice-Prest.

_MI1A.ER

STATEMENT

WHA

The Paducah-,Banking Co.

LAWYERS

At Close of Business, June 30, isios.
RESOURCES.
Loans
and
discounts
ing, 523 1-2 Broauway.
Cash and exchange
Practice in -all the courts of tin Furniture and Fixtures
Bonds
state. Both phones 3o,
Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Build-

The
D:

11203,070.84
33,182.75
700.00
1,000.00

Ns
here
aveni
ever'.
on tl
kouni
mem
tryw
the .1
mach
pair.
In t
gobs
in fa
• • past.

$237,953-50

- --

Paducah
Mattresc Co.

Capital
Deposits
Rediscounts
Tax account
Surplus
,•
For First-class Upholstering, Mammas Undivided proiits ......
Renovating and Fine Repairing.
We store, pack and ship furniture os
short notice.
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
315 to 219 South Third $t.

Does

G. C. DIUGUID,

roo,000.00
115,619.23
12,500.00
0000.oe
8,00o.00
834.36

•

$237,953.59

Your Watch
Need Rpairing?
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•
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v, her
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(
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A.Irtr0RNEY"

Do you want a first class job by an
expert workman? If you do take
It to

tog 1-2 North Fourth Street, Upstairs

Remodeling Sale.

II

W.Hughes, Cashier-

Commercial and Cc-operative
Our increase in business has compelled us to have our store enlarged.
Business a Specialty.
We will offer special prices during
the months of August and September.
We quote a few specials:
Genuine Rogers teaspoons, $1.50
grade, 75c a set.
COI Attorney.
Genuine Rogers tablespoons, $3.00
grade, $1.5o a set, 75c for 3.
Attorney-at-Law.
Genuine Rogers knives and forks,
$4.00 grade, $2.75 a set.
ROOM 13 and 14 Columbia Brag.,
Roger Bros. 1847 knives and forks,
Old Phone log$4.50 grade, $3.50 a set.
A solid gold watch, Elgin or Waltham movement, $12.50.
A Seth Thomas mantel clock, 8-day,
$4.00.
A gold filled 20 year guarantee case,
Rooms zo, ii and is, Colo:aid
Elgin or Waltham movement, $8.25.
Building.
.Many other bargains the Price
should make you vet the woods.
Paducah. Kentucky
Engraving done free on each artiJ. C. Flournoy
Cecil Reed
c
Respectfully,

pl)ft

tilt
riche
way•
jacks
mar%
fully
med
al.- •
and
them
with

I. Bleich, leweler.

Trouble Traveling.
30bn
All the 'drummers traveling out of
this city report that they are making
224 Broadway,
their tertiaries with much trouble.
Paducah, y.
especially o-here the district traversed
goes yery far South. because nearly
all the towns are quarantined and
health certificates have to be had be• -• -•om-4-O -sion will inquire in fore one can pas; the lines.
f' -0" •
in connection with
lio
:on oovice. It has been
Pittsburg coal is proving to the peo•
. elesenee information
-.. fast
has ple that it is the best and cheapest
sOoto •et. 'persons concerning cool.
to be iv; ated by the governt, thu.
:ing them to lake out BOAT FILLED WITH WATER.
elaime • •thin the region to be
• itered.- Cit-sges of this (diameter Bardwell Man Drowned and Young
: •'ve iri, r.Tee. -from time to time,
Lady Had Narrow Escape.
• n. ha. 7 be: t'enelittied by the officers
:• the head ilhis service.
Fulton, Ky. Aug. 4.-George W.
The goverrement has spent about Turney, of Bardwell. Ky., was drown$8,000aroo r $rt0000,000 in digging ed Wednesday evening in Guy Jones'
irrigabon ditches in she West and lake, eight miles from Newbern,
has on hoed looseao,000 to be devoted Tenn. While Mr. Turney and Miss
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
to the same impose. Rich opportuni Lillian Jones were out on the lake
O++4 +-I +1-1-1-1-1.
ties for graft-are preeented and fort- their boat filled with water and sank
unes can be made if reliable advance before 'it could be rowed to shore.
-LAWYERinformatien can he secured regarding Neither MT. Turney nor Miss Jones
Twenty years experience.
the location M proposed irrigation could swim, and both were powerless
Rooms at6 and art Fraternity Well
trenches.
in the water. Ed ,Brady and Clint J. A. Konetzka, Jeweler and Optician.
311 Broadyaw--Yellow Front,
Many cornOtaints have been made Atkins, who saw the accident from
Will prso-te•': • tints of Ky.
Of Padue-sth, Kentucky,
lately to Secretary Hitchcock regard- the shore, hastened to the rescue and
Capital and Surplut; $1155,oaDo
ing treepassing•on the government saved Mis; Jones, who was going
sad
forest reserves. Bold thieves have in- down for the'last time. Mr. Tierney
vaded the federal forests- and cut tim- went down before help could reach
ber therefrom.' Mr. Pinchot hopes to him. His 'bride of six months was
DR. BOBT. J. RIVERS ED P. NOBLE, PRES.
G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
secure evidence that wilt lead to the standing on 'the bank of the lake
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
120 *ORTH FIFTH STREET
arrest and punittrment of the offend- watching her husband when the boat
For that Tired Feel!TS.
sank. The body was recovered and
Transacts ail regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays •
Both Phones 355
The eemmission will also look into taken to Baedwell. where the inter- ing, Lossof
Appetite,
Office Hourst 8 to to a. m, 1 to 3 per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in fire
the charge that frauds existing in the ment occurred today.
public land service in several ,tates
Those in The fiehing party were Nervous Depres sion p. M. and 7 to g p. m.
proof vault for rent at $3 to Ito per year as to sire. You carry your owl,
have been overledked in the general Mr. and Mrs. George Turney, Miss and Spring
Fever.
Office 2nd Floor Fraternity building. 'fey and no one but yourself has access.
investigation that has been made of Lillian Jones, Marvin Gregory, Ed
Guaranteed to cure
thece matters in the last t•PiRee years. Brady and Clint Atkins. Mr: George
W. Turney, the unfortunate young Chills and Fever. For
BARNEY DREYFUSS
man. was one -of Bardwell's most
IS KNOCKED DOWN. prominent citizens, and a son of Mrs. sale by All Drug Stores
Architect and Superintendeat.
N. W. Turney.
Price 50c per Bottle.
DAWSON SPRINGS. KY.
Shoved a Priesthood Student, Who
401 Fraternity Building.
Just a few months ago he led to
Punched Him Over.
the alter Miss Carrie Jackson, one
This fine modern hotel is now open under a new
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 32.
of Clinton, Ky.'s, most beautiful
Pittsburg August 4. -The
management,for guests at, the
ball girls. He was -a brother of Mrs. R.
Paducah,
KEekuciry.
game between New York and Pitts- S. Williams, of Fulton.
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
burg yesterehty was not only eliciting, -Miss Lillian Jones, who so narrowbut fiurnished a number of unusual ly escaped a watery grave, is the
Very best, accommodations at reasonable rates
incidents among the spectators.
daughter of a prominent Newhern
"The Old Reliable Barber:" the
During the strenuous seventh in- banger.' Both are well known here.
"King of Razors," has moved from
ning when Pols-burg forged to the
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
front J. W. •Thalier ocillepaed, and be408 Broadway to io9 South Fourth
SUGAR FROM CORN.
Dawson Springs, Kentucky.
fore aid could 'be given wee dead,
-TELEPHONES
street (red front) and wishes to wel
the cause being apoplexy siesierioduc- New Process Is Expected to Revolucome all his old friends and custom- Residence agfi
Ocs 219
ed by excitement The next inning
tionize Suomi Industry
era.
there was a heated dOeussion in -the
private box of Barney Dreyfees, presMar mhis, Tenn., August 4.-The
-When in Want ofident of the Prrtttlnirg-eltsb. Thellis- local ...plant of GOrOT Alliance com(Incorporated.)
DR
W.
C.
EUBANKS,
RUBBER
TIRES
REPAIRING
cussion was steal-tort by en outshieir, pany is being equipped with machinBUGGIES,
CARRIAGES, ETC.
'Monne J. Wk-rd. of Minneapolis, a ery far the manufacture of sugar for
Homeopathist)
General Cartage Business,
student for the prieethood. Dreofnas commercial purposes from
corn,
Horse-Shoeing, General BlacksmithBroadway
306
Office,
-Phone 120.
ordered Ward from the - box and upon which evill sell at about one cent a
Superior Facilities for
Office
ing Call on
his refusal, shooed "him, when Ward pound %below the price -asked for cane
Residence, 819 Broadway.
J. V. GRIEF, MGR
Handling Freight, Machinery
2nd and Monroe
knocked Dreyfevi
N'aid wet sugar.
319
Kentucky
Avenue.
-Tel,
956-red.
arrested.
And Household Ooods.
It has a further advantage in that
Phone 149.
Both 'Phones
it is a° 'fruit sugar." 'Experiments
VALUE OF PRCYPERTY.
along tile line bave been conducted
Democratic Speaking.
by experts for a long time and these
The city candidates tor the various
To Be Determined 'for 'Equitable ave been satisfactorily concluded
LAWYERS.
by Experts.
and the "induct will be manufactig•- offices to be voted for at the demoNew York, Aug 4.-IF_xpert• have •.) here at- the rate of loo,oeo pounds cratic primary Aug. 21 will speak at
ftOlowing time and place. Everybody Both Phones figs.-Rooms 203 and aoe
-been appointed by Preeident Patti Mor a day.
ton to value every pie of real estate
invited to come out and hear them.
-1P
Fraternity Building.
in whit& the Equitable life Assurance BUEAKS ALL RECORDS
The speakings will occur at 8 o'clock
'Society hoe on interest, .23,,I4 the --Tri/NOR MARKSMANSHIP. p. m. at the places and on the dates
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boilerosne today, tie is stated eis have tak.121hicago, Aogiot 4.-All records for below.given;
Office phone 251,, Residence phone 474
on this action yesterday a'hen he -re- nneksmanthis, in the United States
Miecharric.sburg, corner Myers and
ceived the reprote of expert accoutt- alone were breken at Ft. Shetirlan by Farley streets, Augite 8.
N., C. & St. L. depot, August 9.
ants. These
toe, it is a?kgeti, ist- Corporal Joseph Smith (colored),
dicate the poseffiility of extensive over Company G. lwenty-fifth Infantry,
Union drug store, Tennessee and
Office Phone 369.
Residence Phone 726
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
valuation. The society owns in this from !Fort Reno, Okla. Allsemade
Gvebet averfue, August To.
tcountey and ali;erad real estate vahrod score of Olt out of a possible 2oe in
Old depot, corner Eleventh and
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
at approximately $36,000,000. Accord- slow 1,re shooting. In rapid-4re Broadway, August It.
I. C. freight shed, Sixth and below
ing to the Tribune, it is thouglo possi shooting, he ma6e a score of 97 ont
ble that this amount will have to be of a possible too.
Trimble, Ausrest 12.
reduced, While the valuation on parCoalman's, corner Twelfth and Burnett, August 14.
cels on which loans are otiostanding
ASN'ED TO CLEAN UP.
lowisvire, Angled
Fire station, corner Jones and CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER
imay have to be redoced by at least
a proclaRepair work and fencing s specialty
mation issued by the Kentucky State Tenth streets, Asiguat 15.
To per cent
hoard of health last eight every town
Savage voting place, corner SixPhone stn.
We Write Anything in Insurance
SEVEN MILLS ON
and city in the state is admonished to teenth and Monroe, August t6.
,•
County court henne, August 17.
Office 306 Broadway
Phones: Office 385-Residence 1696
THE DOLLAR. clean up and ill the principal towns
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Cleveland, 0, Aug. 4 --Creditors are instructed to build detention hosMarket house, August 18.
of Mrs. •Casaie I.. Cbatleok will re- pitals fnr cases seam-vied of being
City hall, August ,is.
teive a total dividend of ebolit seven yello‘• fever.
Come one, come alf, AIM bring your
Attorney-at-Law.
mills on the dollar when the matter
friends and hear what ihey have to
Room No. 5, Columbia Building
lay. Every citizen sbotilei be interis finally eettled. according to RefeNo Heat Now
. tee in Lankreptcy Ronington. The To cause the fresf. paint to
ested in the. affairs qf tiiet municipal
"•••••..41-assets -WiTI
amount
to__$.23,90o, it _it rainOine dine rdaw "tea stay pal
fiEI'iIi;if tux.city_ deitvg your
.
_
expected, against which are claims I if we do she work.
wives grid children: n•-.*; if will be
FOR YOUR DINN R.
for attorney fee and court costs 1 Warren & Son, 114 North Fixth said or done that will mar the OenderEVERY
EXCEPT SUNDAY,
est refinement of the hearers.
amounting to $ro.3tie, leaving about Phone 54r-A.
11:30 U'NTIL a P. M.
$14,000 with which to meet 112,000.000
Phone, 1.36-red
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 5C. 12:30 to 2.
of indebtedness.
ioc a Week for The Register.
Subscribe for the Register.

7. B. harrison,
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Steam and Hot Water Heating.

Phone 133.
44.44414.44444-1.444,_44 4+

Eye See Jewelry &
Optical Co.

5, Broadway.
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FIRE INSURANCE

Vernon Blythe

H. B. KEEBLER,

Campbell Block.

L. L. BEBOUT

General Insurance Agency
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Newport Styles
WHAT THE SMART SET
THIS NOTED RESORT
ARE WEARING.

The Garbing Fits the Occasion,
Dresses, Jewels and Hair Dressing Being Uniform.

70.84
32.75
)0.00
53-59
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Newport, August 4.—The season
here is now fully opened, and Ocean
avenue is gay with smart traps and
every variety of automobile is seen
on the island and far afield in the stir‘Vell known
)roundirig country.
members of "the smart set" are everywhere, in costumes that modish
the -equipage, whether it is a racing
machine or Victoria with blooded
pair.. The Casino is popular as ever.
In the morning especially, everyone
gobs there, and tennis holds the lead
in favor, as it has for some seaoons
past. .
Yachting Suits.
are exceptionally handsome, and possess an individuality unknown elsecircumUnder ordinary
where.
stances, serge, mohair and linen' are
considered appropriate, but the Newport belle thinks otherwise, and her
suit (this season) of the heaviest and
richest of plain silk; the skirts always plaited, with Eton 8r Norfolk
jackets reaching only to the waist;
marvels of art and beauty, so tastefully and elaborately are they trimmed with silk braid and buttons. One
also sees occasionally the box coat
and even the three-quarter coat, but
these appear clumsy in comparison
with the jaunty Eton,
Bright Colors
base quite a showing in such suits—
navy and electric blue, a rich, dark
crimson hue and very delicate combinations' of black and white as well.
ion is to have the waist
A pretty.
beneath'IW jacket embroidered in
dot-, to match the color of the suit.
Nate rau of albite linen, canvas or
whit* felt, of iiiurn size and usually
straightarounctidfm, very fully draped with white llbkrty si and,a moderate -bunching at one side. The nearest approach to a cap is a white linen
sailor with a "Tam O'Shanter"
crown and white quill at one side.
White buckslia or white canvas
oboes arc in order with white suits,
also many shades of tan Russian and
_black bather shoes, invariably with
rubber soles.
The Variety
of outer garments is simply endless,
from little capes and cape-shaped
boleros, to long wraps of ample funness that completely Cover the costume. Some of the ainartest of
the-e are tirade of Henrietta, combined with costly laces. embr.4ikries
and panne velvets. This material replaces the light-% eight broadcloths in
very many instance, with excellent
effect
For Auto Wear
whether in %% raps or costumes for
touring, it is e,sential that the material chosen should be first of ail.
water and dust proof. Cravanette in
mime of its many forms is usually
chosen Cravenette is a proces. applied to almost any material from
silk to mohair or to cloths of various
weaves, so that the range of choice
is wide, consequently, materials for
auto-wear come in every conceivable
color and texture.
Newport Society.
has already enjoyed the debut of
three charming young ladies, of distinguished parentage and several others wii4 soon be added to the list.
Cotten% for these interesting occasions
have been made of liberty satin or
moutseline. voile, union or radium
'ilk with lace trimmings. bie the all
lace robe is a favorite for this parpose, made over chiffon taffeta, with
chiffon interlining's, very full at the
foot.
Dancing and Evening Gowns
are of flowered chiffon, crepe de
Chine, of net profusely trimmed with
ribbons. of soft silk with embroideries and chiffon flower garnitures,
of lace with flounces and bertha in
Eugenie stly)e, or of silk mousseline
in one of those 'hared pricesse effects. so very difficult to achieve, but
an admirable when turned out in perfection ,bv an expert.

NO TONGUE CAN
TELL SUFFERING
From Itching and Bleedini Eczema
—Pain Terrible—Body and Face
Covered with Sores — Doctors
and Medicines Failed,

ANOTHER WONDERFUL
- CURE BY CUTICURA

Very Low Rates

Bacon's
r_
l
ig
Stores
r

Announced, Via
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
Extremely low rates are announced via the Southern railway front
points on its lines kr the follow:ng
I special
occasions:
Monteagle, Tenn.—Monte..gie Bible
Training school, July 3—Aug. IS, loos
Monteagle, Tenn.—Woman's congress, Aug. 1-15, 1905.
Nashville, Tenn.—Peabody college,
summer schools, Vanderbilt Biblical
inst:tute, June 14—Aug. 9, 1905.
Oxford, Miss —Summer school,
University of Mississippi, June 14—
Aug. 9, 1905.
Rchmond, Va.—Farmers' National
congress, Sept. 12-22, 1905.
Tuscaloosa, Ala.—Summer school
for teachers, June 16—July 28, 190$.
Rates for the above occasion open
to the public. Tickets will be sold to
these points- from all stations•on the
Southern railway. Detailed :nfortnation can be had upon application to
any ticket agent of the Southern
railway or agents of connecting "hes
or by addressing the undersigned.
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Lexington, Ky.
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Washington, D. C.
C. H HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
Louisville, Ky.
G. B. ALLtN, A. G. P. A., St
Louis, Mo.

Headquarters for Spaulding baseball
goods. Gloves, masks, balls, bats
etc, etc.

BACON'S
DRUG STORES.

si.:1;onpeh3or 237.

can tell how I suffered
"No
for five years with itching and bleeding eczema, until I was cured by the
W. Mike Oliver.
Geo. W. Oliver.
Cuticura Remedies, and I am so grateBenton, Ky.
Padecah, Ky.
ful I want the world to know,for what
Thos B. McGregory,
helped me will help others. My body
and face were covered with ',sores.
Benton, Ky.
One day it would seem to be better,
and then break out again with the
most terrible pain and itching. I have
been sick several times, but never in
my life did I experience such awful
suffering as with this eczema. I had
made up my mind that death was near
at hand, and 1 longed for that time
when I would be at rest. I had tried
many different doctors and medicines
OFFICES: I3enton. Ky., rear bank
without success, and my mother
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky
brought me the Cuticura Remedies,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
boasting that I try them. I began to
feel better after the first bath with
New Phone its.
Old Phone 3ot
Cuticura Soap, and one application of
Caticura Ointment. I continued with
the Soap and Ointment, and have
taken four bottles of Cuticura Resolv- "NEAR TO NATURE'S HEART."
ent, and consider myself well. Any
parson having any doubt.about this
wonderful core by the Cuticura Remcan write to my address.
Mrs. Altie Elston, Bellevue, Mich."
NEAR MARION, KY.
too Room Xotel—High and Dry and
Well Ventilated.
And All Other Itching and Scaly
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
Eruptions Cured by CutSteta.
The agonizing itching and burning YOUR VACATION.
of the skin, as in eczema; the frightTHE BEST OF HOTEL ACful scaling, as in psorialk; the loss of COMMODATIONS, AND
THE
hair and crusting of !pulp, as in
acalled head; all demands remedy of BEST OF LIFE GIVING WAalmost superhuman virtaoto success. TERS.
fully cope with them. That Cuticura
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
Soap, Ointment, and Pills are such
FROG HUNTING, FISHING.
stands proven beyond all doubt.
SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
Outtoors I.e,otaexaset. wed ruo
nil llowail.e.0
11m0 world. Pilimr Dna( I Chem Corp .111•016., soi•
FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSE•••
se-.
..c..
rommo.
holl0101181s.
MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
AND THE YOUNG.
metre the effect of an entire costume
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
41.
The Newport Fashioniat. •
RAILROADS.
'Bus Line Meets all Trains.
is resplendent with jewelry this season which is unusual. A cross of
large or small jewels is suspended
from the neck of every one who
claims to be in style. All stones are
employed and in accordance with the
prevailing fancy for green, aqua marine and emeralds are held in high
esteem. Fashionable coiffures are
often quite low, in order to fill up the
-pace below the "high-back hat." The
If you want your clothes cleaned,
crimped pompadour retains it. sway.
dyed
or repaired, take them to K. C.
at the same time a few old time
crimps (without rolls of any sort) Rose, 329 South Third street. I have
failing ova,- the forehead, have been
the nicest lane of samples for tints
seen at the Casino.

ITCHING ECZEMA

Paducah
Steam Dye Works

Fleeing Charge

in the city. Snits made to order.

Ed Hamilton, Colored, Given Continuance of Case Charging Him
With Stealing.
In the police court yesterday morning there was left open the case
charging James Nolan with cursing
and threataing the fife of Will Coudeo:milk. Nolan claims Loudermilk
had made insulting remarks about the
wife of the former, who ic the retail
grocer of 17oo Tennessee street. Nolan went to Loudermilk's home at
Ninth and Jackson streets one riight,
and getting him out of bed, started to
take him to face another who claims
Loudermilk made the derogatory remarks about Nolan's wife. At Sixth
and Adams. Laudermilk jerked away
and ran
Until today was continued the case
charging Ed Hamilton with stealing
copper wire, piping and other things
from the Illinois Central railroad at
different stations in West Kentucky,
and boxing the material up, shipping
it here.
Until next Wednesday was postponed the proceeding charging Jas.
Bulger with whipping his wife.
The petty larceny charge against
Lee Hart was continued until today.
Hecter Stovall, colored, was dismissed of a breach of the peace
charge while Florence Greer. negretcs, was given thirty days in the
county jail. They had a fight between themselves.

411=MMI

Pittsburg Coal Co.

The Most Complete Rubber Tire Plant
In The City._

THE BUGGY SEASON IS ON. WE HAVE THE MOSf COMPLETE LINE IN THE CITY. 0 UR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS
RUNNING NIGHT AND DAY. L ET
US
RE-RUBBER
YOUR
WHEELS WITH THE BEST GRA DE OF MORGAN & WRIGHT,
TWO-WIRE RUBBER TIRES AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
WE
ALSO HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF HARNESS, SADDL7.8, BRIDLES AND, IN FACT, EVERYTHING IN HORSE AND MULE
JEWELRY, BUGGIES. PHAETONS, SURRIES, RUN-ABOUTS AND
SPRING-WAGONS
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSE
STOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU PURCHASE.
SALES ROOMS NO. 212 BROADWAY; WAREHOUSE
NO.
MEYERS STREET; WAREHOUSE NO. 2, THIRD AND MONROE.

JOHN G. REHKOPF BUGGYCO.

E. H. RuRyEAR,
A T TORN EY-AT-LAW,

CASE AGAINST JAMES NOLAN
WENT OVER IN POLICE
COURT.

4,5

... order....

OLIVER, OLIVER
& McGREGOR
LAWYERS

Crittenden Springs
..HOTEL...

FANNIE. FIELD.

OUR
PITTSBURG
COAL
Is ethe cheapest pn tb.e
market. We;also have
,--1-214 the best Kentucky Coal
in Paducah. Get our prices before placingiyour

Rooms5 and 6 Register Building,
523 1-2 Brodway, Paducah, Ky.

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,

4-.3V+ Ab-:•;?-43'

Steami?oats
fwipe+fee

New Phone 490.
Specialties:
Abstracting of Titles,.
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law.

Excursions

Dr. Childress

St. Louis and Teuessee River Packet company—the cheapest and best'

EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT

excursion out of Paducah

Office and Residence Rooms 3 and
4,

$8.00 for the Round

Columbia building.
Phone 1041 Red.

REAL ESTATE AGENCY

Pactucaia Undertaking
Company.

WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. EAST
PADUCAH REAL ES;
"MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR ST.

S. P. POOL, Manager
GUY NANCE, Asst.
305 South Third Street
Residence over store
Both Phones tio —Prices Reasonable

Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers
120

North Fifth. Both Phones 355.

Residence tr•r Clay. Old ohoos Apt

KILLED BY LIGHTNING.

sr.DG• r* W. WIIITIEMOK SG. Fots..thisJoh. tis

HEATING

Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table;
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. in.
For other information apply to Jas.
Frank L
Kogtr, Superintendent;
rent

NOTICE!

- Steam

Hot Water

Highest price paid for second-hand

11"›-

5t.o2es ea2d
FUrrzitare.

I have the facilities for installing a complete steam or hot
water plant in your store or ho'rne so why not let me make
you an estimate on what it will cost to have it done in the right

Dr. B. B. Griffith

Sharpoburg Ky., Aug. 4.—During
an electrical storm in the ncirthern
TRUEHEART
BUILDING.
part of this county, Jack Rogers and
two companions, were in a field
Bot413 phones 88 at the office, both
working. Rogers took refuge under phones aso at residence. Office
hours
a tree, while hie companions went to 7 to 9 a. in.; z to 3 Q. in.:
7 to g p. In.
a vacant building. Lightning struck
the tree, killing Rogers instantly.

way. Material and workmanship guaranteed first class.

218-220 Court

16.0-1

ED. D. HANNAN.

This pretty costume; taken front
the Delineator, is made of pale blue
Shampooning, Bleaching, Dyeing,
measaline and dotted Swiss. Tucks Dandruff cured by eleztrical treatand boxplaits dispoae of the fulness ments. Body massage,. Electrical
-D
at the rot.- or tae
gi75,ctes
Eva 4isircireailing Parlors, 43t Jefferson
the. real estate agent.
Truene.
r. /2•• 4"^
gores and bretelde suspenders- afford street.
city property for sale and
of
worth
a stylist* finish. These are sometimes
thirty-five farms: also three safes.
made of the waist material, but the
For perfection anti rarity smoke
At the head of the class, Etkr
Houses for rent.
skirt and suspenders matching gives Elk Dream toe tiger.
Dream IQC Cigar.
Telephone, old, re65.
I

A. S. DABNEY.
T IS T

Buy anything

S. W. Arnold

Clem

and
at.

sell
Old

everything
phone !pa

Fransioli.

Moving wagon in connection.

Dr. J. T. GILBERT

Henry Mammert, jr., the relisbO
book manufacturer, Blank nooks,
OSTEOPATHIC _PHYSIcIAN.
-Job- and Editinn binding.
0411
/
2 Broadway,
exclusive book binder in Paducah Phone i96. 4001
PADliCAH, KY.
Library work a specialty.
Dry HotAir Baths given when inSubscribe For The Register.
dicated.

A
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tget the divorce she seeks doctor with the fol:owing result:
to get Corbett not to seie.)
"The bullet entering in the rear of
the head behind ethe right ear came
Quinn's Testimony.
It is now charged That there has out by the right ear. The forehead
James M. Quinn, the life insurance
bi.eti grafting in connection with the bullet crushed the skull. If the bul- man, testified:
let entering the side had not lodged
"I was up stairs in the Fraternity
forestry service and the reclamation in
the spinal column, it would have
service in several of the Western come on out. Rose was 7 feet from building when the shots were tired.
One shot fired, then an intermission
states. The government has sent a dividing door on table, and would
occurred and two others came in rapid
commission to investigate the charges have fallen right there if paralyzed." succession. There was no outcry
that I heard of. Rose was lying on
and from reports they will have much
ItU face when I ran down there. Hi.
Dr. Purcell's Stateetnnt.
to tell the nation. Again it is timely
Dr. C. E. Purcell, the specialist, arms were under his head like Mr.
to ask, What next?
whose office is on the opposite side Wilhelm: testified. Dr. Purcell and I
of the Fraternity building, and on the turned him over. Rose tried to unbutton his trousers while lying there,
second floor, stated as follows:
"I heard the shots fired anti :rush- also moved his legs after I had
ed down stairs. Entering the office straightened them out. Loving reMr. Wilhelm remarked, 'Rose needs marked to me on coming out that 'I
a doctor.' I turned Rose over. There Fad to do it.' Rose had no gun in his
•
was nothing in his hands. Three pocket. Fifteen minutes „before the
Chief Paducah
hots were fired, the one entering shooting I saw Rose..in the iinblic of(Concluded From Page One.)
PUBLISHED BY THE
the forehead about the maegin of the fice of the lumber company very much
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO, with his right ham!, but I did not see hair coming out of the forehead two excited."
The
cross-examination did not
(Incorporated)
hiin pull any pistol. I was so excit- inches directly below where it enterAt Register Building, eas Broadway. ed at the time that I did not notice ed. The bullet coming out by the change his testimony or add to it.
right tar entered the back of the head
who was about the office."
B. H. SCOTT.
GEO. C. THOMPSON,
a litle to the rear of right ear.
Recess Taken.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President
President.
Vice-President and Manager.
It was 12:30 o'clock by this time,
"Rose was gasping and practically
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
Mr. Wilhelm's Statement.
J.
T.
LAURIE,
Cashier.
and Acting Cooaner Young adjourned
..sBERT S. WILHELM. Secretary.
Rf.
Mr. James E.'Wilhelm, of the Reg- pulseless when I came in. Either
wound would have produced death. I the inquest until 1:3o o'clock, at. which
ister, stated as foLlows:
helped examine the pockets and time the jury met down at the Pool
Entered at the postoffice of Padu"I heard the shooting from the
& Nance undertaking establishment,
found money, notes, papers, etc.
cah, KY., as second-class mail matter. business office of the Register that
an autopsy being arranged to deterHon.
Corbett
Hal
cross-examined
sits beside the Fraternity building.
mine' the exact range and directions
the witness, who said:
Taring to 6ubscribers.
I irushed over to Loving's office.
taken
by the bullets. At the afternoon
"Rose's
hands
sticking
were
out
elite Year
$5.00 There was nobody in the private
s Months
2.5o room. Rose was lying full length down towards hia hips when I came hour, in presence of the jury, newspa227 BROADWAY.
h she Months
has' on the floor, face downward, his bead in. I ant not so sure whether the per people and several attorneys, Drs.
C - Week
To, lying on his arms and he groaning forehead bullet came out of the Sights, Purcell, Rivers and Griffith
forehead, but think so. We used no helped by Student Overton Brooks,
Dr. C. E. Purcell came in and I rer- -^-e failing to receive this paper marked to him, 'Doctor, he needs a probe as man was nearly dead. Neith- cut the top of Rose's head off and
er arm of Rose was under his face took out big brain. It then developed
T •
'should report the matter to physician.' At this I walked out.
I
for the first time that the bullet en-ter office at once.
Tele- beard the two shots fired first and when he was lying face downward
tering the margin of Rose's hair above
when
I
turned
over.
him
"----eherhand 3113.
took several steps before the third
the center of the forehead, split in two
one exploded. Loving was standing
;wed the exit of one half made the hole
Another Physician.
in the hall and said, 'I had to do it;
two inches below the top wound,
I just had to kill him," .I remarked
The next doctor presented was Dr. while
the.other half of the bullet went •"MI10..tat
t•his was too bad, and asked where Robert Rivers, who said:
on through the brain, ploughed
SOLE AGENT FOR
Rene was. Loving said in the of"Griffith, Sights, Purcell and Sory through
the re-of of the mouth and
fice and I walked in. There was were there when I arrived. The bulLUZERNE COAL.
dropped down through the throat innothing in Rose's hand. I realized let entering the margin of the hair in
to the lungs of Ro-e. lime autopsy
tvrc:zy 711—iing, Aug.3, 7905.
the man was dangerously shot."
the forehead came out about the right developed
that the bullet entering the
On being cross-examined Mr. Wil- ear, while the bullet entering the
right rear of the head did not get into
helm said that his attention was first back of the head around on the side
the brain but glanced under the scalp
Some -"-hosing" Things.
attracted by shots and that it was behind the right ear, came out of tbe
AUGUST DELIVERY.
and ,came cut by the ear. The stom"Theart auite a number of about one-half of a minute until he forehead two inches below the -hair ach of Rose was then cut open
from
got from his office to Loving's of- margin where the other entered.
fh-ross happennig. In fact
the left side 'where the other bullet
fice. He did not notice whether the There were powder burns on Rose's
entered, around across the back to the
some real "aronsing" things have hap- windows were up
LUMP
on the po-stnffice shirt.
right side. probing then developed
pened. For instance, a scamp sells a side of the room, but there was no"I found on the floor a flattened that this ball
EGG
went between the spinal
piece of property and purposely con- body in the private office when he bullet (it was shown the jury). if
joints
lodged
and
in
the
stomach
cavNUT
ceals defects in the title and then is got there, except Rost lying on the cannot tell whether or not. Rose teak ity on the right side.
• 10e
This was acfloor,
down when there was fired the bulforted by the cotirts to disgorge his
e, rding to Dr Sight's testimony. The err
let entering the right rear of head
brain was weighed atal tipped the
ill-gotten gains and make -restitution
and .coming out of forehead. I found
Mr. Blow Recalled.
scale at ea ounces, which showed unto the tune of several 'hundred dollars,
Mr. Vernon 'Blow yeas recalled to the -bullet on the east side of .the usual development,
the ordinary brain
and it's real "am-osing" to see how it the stand and on being asked if the room."
oeighing only about 46 ounces.
hurts him to have to pact with money, manner of Rose was threatening
After the doctors cut the body and
Coroner Crow Testified.
a good part of which was made by when Loving came back said that
head up the coroner's jury viewed the
Rose saw the dividing door open first,
Coroner James Crow testified:
remains. It took until nearly 3
such slimy tricks. Following such
and sprang to his feet. Mr. Blow
"I went in room .and found Rose o'clock to finish the autopsy.
The
exposures it is astcmishing to see the fhen looked toward the dividing lying there, and with
the doctors jury went from the undertaking esmisfortunes of one who compelled the door, but could see no gun on either searched his pockets, finding money,
tablishment to the Kentucky Mill-and
lawful restitution made fhe 'basis for party. The private door opened papers, etc. I did not find any paper Lumber company's office in the Frathe culprit to open his vials of venom from west to east inward into the stating Rose was going to publish in ternity building, where the shooting
private office, and as he was on the the newspapers anything about Iovoccurred. They there had the posiand spleen by perposely distorting east side of the room, the door
had ing's alleged forgery. There was no tions of everybody explained ot.them
facts for the sole purpose of revenge. to be opened full before he could see paper at all. of this character on bis
in detail. Going hack to the"Fity
VS
Respectable and decent people are Loving enter. He continued that person. There was neither any pis- then this visit tt; the office taking
ts
Admiesionh-General, 25C; Grand Stand, sec; Box seats, hoc.
above such conduct. and it is only when he caw Rose leap from the tol or knife in his pockets. The minutes, the investigation was retable he left because of anticipated shirt was powder burned."
sumed.
Seata on Sale at Smith & Nagel's.
very common people of low down
trouble. He could not see Loving's
On being cross-examined by LovThe doctors then testified again,
proclivities who indulge m sue% con- right hand.
ing's lawyer, Hl Corbett, who did showing the range taken
Game Called at 3:30 p. m.
by the bultensptible tactics.
all the cross-examining.
Coroner lets. They were of the opinion that
Crow said:
Dr. Griffith .Testifies.
Another real "amestrig" circumthe left side bullet was the first fired.
say they will bring out at the examin- Parker ticket was qualified. lie had
"The doctors were there when I because Rose groaned, and
The
testimony
of
Dr.
GrifB.
B.
where•a
officer
federal
stance is
rishe could ing trial a number of things not yet abused
Judge Parker before the St.
came. I was at Fifth and Broadway
fith was as follows:
not have done this if hit in the brain
fraud; the goveleneneva out of A lawLouis convention met and bitterly
"Dr. Purcell Was in the private of- when I heard shots. I met my son first. The doctors were then of the developed.
ful license and after being run down fice When I arrived. I 'heard the Chancy near the Fraternity building
Patrolman Aaron Hurley stated fought the platform adopted there.
idea that after the side was shot, Rose
and confronted, with the evidence he shots from my office over in the and be said, "Don't go up there; I aas falling when the two head bul- yesterday regarding the publication In his later campaign speechee he
in the Sun that M. Loving went to took pains to let it be d:stinctly unis forced to disgorge more of his ill- Trueheart buiiding, on opposite side think Loving and Rose are going to lets were inflicted.
the hall game the day of the killing, derstood that he made no'recantagotten dollars . and then to piteously of Broadway from the Fraternity have trouble.' I replied we had bethuilding. I heard two shots, and ter go then if Rose was going to
that
the cireentstancs- were purely tio
judge Park.
whine and beg for mercy at the hands then in about
As
ns. a result of its three AUCCC ,ive
trouble.
have
Wle then went to the
five seconds heard anJudge Park testified that he was busine,e. Mir. 'Hurley says Mk. Lovof the mutt officers to keep from be- other. I rushed over and examined office. Rose's hat was lying on the
defeats and marked factional division,
ing
wanted
to
on
see
Blow
busiMr.
sitting in his office on the second
the national democratic party is much
ing indicted and brought before the Rose. One shot hit him in the back lounge, powder burned."
floor of the Fraternity building, right ness, and we came down .to Fourth
demoralized
and it does not appear
(The
of
Evening
Broadway
and
the
a
published
head,
that
looking
Sun
other.
it
the
little
for
over
on
the
right
'tar for his. wilful violation of the law.
above the lumber office, when he
now that besides the Nebraskan there
aide and passed out in the center of was reported the coroner found on hoard one shot
Someone
told
us
Blow
they
seen
had
fired and a man groan
Maim good Citire114 are of the opin- hia forehead,
the brain exuding from Rose's person the paper to he pith- loudly. Then in a second two shots get on the car and go to the ball wiH be any eager "Filers after the
hilehat much ettaractere may be prop- the latter place.
lishect
about Loving. but Mr. Crow came in rapid succession.
game: Mr. Loving then asked me if presidential nomination, but Mr. BryThe either shot
claseed as scoundrels and as sten: went in the center of the forhead says this is not true).
I would object to going with him an's appearance as a candidate will of
and getting his horse and buggy, so it -elf provoke opposition. Despite
they ought to be run het of town. It near margin of the hair, and came
Charles George's Testimony.
the complete collapse of the financial
would no Stioubt be real -amnsing" to out near the right ear. The other
Rose's Attorney.
Charles George, the painter, whose we could go out after Mr. Blow. I issue
bn which Mr. Bryan made his
Mot entered the left sfde near the
replied
not
protest.
I
would
We
got
Lawyer
been
stable
Eaton,
W.
V.
place
who
business
the
has
in
is
of
the decent-people to see ouch eTTTA
center of the floating rib, and remain- Rose'. atorney for years, testified: opening on Sixth street behind the the buggy. drove in a circuitous firm campaign, he still has a strong
ly exposed, and it would perlra-ps 'ben- ed in the body. Any of these shots
personai following and his political
"I have been Rose's lawyer -ince `tr. M. C. A., testified that about to route to the ball park, and went in
efit the consmunity to do en.
would have proved fatal. ROST was toot. Rose met me the tporning of o'clock the morning of the shooting there and remained is minute, look- stock is higher than it was at a cordying and we did not think it neces- the shooting in front of the Frater- he saw Loving go up Sixth towards ing for We. Blow and not finding responding period between Iwo and
The official programme for the re- sary to probe for the bullets. The
po
loos
.it,i0
bau.t there is no man within the
nity building, had a piece of paper in his home that is around the corner him' came right out and on back
party who would incur stronger opeeption of the members Of the Japan- jagged appearance of the skin indi- his hand, and said
home.
to
want
Mr.
Loving
did
not
street.
correction
Sixth
off
Monroe
In
into
a
it was a
the and Res-sheen peace emery parties cated the exit of the bullet.
to be published regarding Rose's ap- kw mitiotes he saw Loving come gun the park at all"
After the presidential election of
”Rose wac. breathing slow and propriation of the firm" money. Rose back. Ile did not see the shooting,
and the introtinction of the COMThi•lsst
year Mr. Bryan promulgated a
practically
eeless while T was said he was going to have Loving but heard of same in about five minPersonnel of Jury.
aions is annowneed. While the Pro- there
ema
d as long as I sign the statement and publish it, and utes after Loving passed, en route
The coroner's jury was. mode up of creed for what he called "the radical
gramme emacks considerably of -roy- thought necessary. Coroner James that if Loving
reliable men, FA Farley being the and progressive democracy," and it is
did not, then he, Rotes back downtown.
Aechaniceburr grocer, W. P. Jones probably on this plait, rm that he will
al toadyism it seeing necessary the Crow came in while I was there.was going to expose some forgery
the
former alderman and school trus- base his candidacy for another presithe greatest of ill -nations can be duly
about a note be claimed Loving forgAll Testimony In.
tee
svho is engaged in the cold stor- dential nomination. This platform is
Another
Doctor's
testimony
and
Statement.
ed
name
the
the
ec. as president of
This finished all
Rote's
courteous in a diplomatic way to
and butcher business in Meehan- unquestionably both radical and proage
The next aitnese was Dr. II. P mill company., and.also as an itad
it was nearly 4 o'clock ill the after-,
gressive, using the latter adjective to
limo 4poople who -tv ga rd such things Sights,
whose office is on the second nal. Rose did not state definitely how noon. Justice Young then instructed iceburg, W. P. Bower, the Meehanindicate
that it goes beyond anything
s hog-ether proper and therefore floor of the Fraternity building, right he was going to
iertnirg
the
big Boo
man who owns
the jury to repair to their room and
se Lovin
ever previously given cut a, demofarm
Pond,
at
Blizzard's
acre
in
the
neceseary. But nevertheless it is shove the mill quarters. He said-.
--ea
Corbett
cross-e
I-awyer
frame
sat
tin
up a verdict.
Eaton
On
cratic doctrine. One of the principal
hhiany people were there when I
"I saw Roe'
trtly,- before
and County Attorney Graves got into Clark's rivet section of the county, features
hadyism all the same:.
is state ownership of r 'came down. Drc. Griffith, Purcell tchlock and he mid if loheing did no pti argument at this point, the .ikirtner If. L. Harrison the cirvil engineer,
roads.
It
is hardly conitivable tat
'brether-in-taw
and
of
F.
and
Williams,
J
Sory were examining the body fix up 'this matter, I wilh.tx ham wit
artting the jury to decide avhethilt
Jesse upset the eve hit the Rueices-hap.
the Southern demohracy. as a eshele„
One bullet entered the back of the The others.' Rose showed me elsh Loving was culpable, say whether jus- Sheriff Lee Potter.
enese peace conference it is announcwill allow itself to be carried lh
head, around on the right side a lit- note. He said lowing had about tifiable or unjustifiable, how, when
Bryan
to extremes of radical:ed that the envoys Of each govern- tle, and came (int
Bryan a Candidate.
near time right ear. agreed to sign a retraction about and where the shooting occurred.
to the iocialist propaganda. The ;ree
ment have fell power to adjust the Another bullet entered -about the Rose's published alleged theft. Rose Grave, did not want this done, but
silver craze of t8s6 can be accourtecf
(Nashville Banner.)
differences of the two illations inter- margin of the hair in the center of stated Loving rang him up before tires Mr. Young instructed the jury to do
for,
but Southern democrats, as a
the
Recent
head
dispatches
Omaha
infrom
above the forehead, and News-nemocrat published the article, that as be believed it nothing but
ested. It has been said this was not
ranging downward two incites, came nthi stated that he (Loving) did not proper. The jurors then repaired to dicate that Hon. William J. Bryan is whole, are not radical. They have lit
the case by the "yellow" prece and
out of the forehead skin down to- %sett anything to come out to injure the office of City Assessor Sthwart systematically organizing a move- tie affinity- for socialism. The Southhs
attitude in a presidential eisripifigh,
that therefore prospects of peace wards the eyes. The other 'bullet
Rose's standing. I asked Tom Love- Dick and were closeted nearly an7hour ment to secure for himself the demo- where
the issue is strongly drawn bewere not likely. Peace it "c now pierced the left side and street( the lace of the News-Democrat, not to before they returned their verdict.
cratic presidential nomination in tocifl.
tween
radicals and conservatives,
The overwhelming defeat of Judge
clear, hinges almost if net entirely thioal column. (Thic range of 'bul- publish the piece as mattere had been
hardly
would
-be wholly in favor of,
reason
be
lets
Parker
will
urged as the
differs from Dr. Griffith, and the adjusted. Rose talked of photographSplit Half Found.
opon the demande which Jape's will
AO former, and a persistence towardtii
autopsy showed Dr. Sights Was right ing the note.
After the inquest it developed that for a recurrence to radicalism, with radicalism
on the part of the demomake.
in every particular.)
(The afternoon Sun repoeted that the half of the split bullet cohing out Mr. Bryan as its logical leader and
cratic party would he likely to bring
"1
exponent
believe
Rose
had
to
be
on.
on
found
the
Rose's
the
Corbett
of
forehead
Was
Rose's
before
was
lawyer
It iv announced from Copenhagen
floor or in a falling' position for the death and that Loving immediately office floor 'by Eugene Bryan, who I The attempt to bring the demo- about a dissolution of the solid South.
that et
tbithhhichioth
an
a_micho
to
_
bullet to *hike -Rhone- elic -hair above employed Corbett:lint Mrofhatehreaths fornser'-vesseked-for-the.comperly 44 -hraic.pprhsshack to .its oleLeanaietilas
hide tor
of the- ;Iishstertirei theforehead and then come &tit fwo 1--,-e% has been
bpi- flat and ch,aep- five bele WaS a failure '....,--'-^ the • Assistant Postmaster John hollards
Rose's-lawyer- for "ski's. ii .very.
ss
Bryan democrats irr tin :r : `hero of Richmond.
differences between • Norway
.
Jihhhh3irt:k ardLeftted
and inche; in the forehead below the and ,that the reason Rae watt
edged.
t states, as a class. reftried o s ee for terday on the charge -of !Meg heglg-'
eden. It is salsh agreed that a trinrgin of hair. T helieee the tide betth office the day before t
,Parker. Mr. Bryan hi' - melt was tered letters.
shot entered the spinal column and was because Corbett
Secret terhice , men
Nothing to Bay.
fgesoal dissohition of the old union
produced immediate paralyeie."
"Lovinle AS yet fInsitively refuses, to adroit enough not to bolt -,'he party have been working on the case tor
against Rose. and thr
„will follow in due tin
and that
Hal Corbett cross-examined the him, and Rose had goltit
make any statement, but his lawyers .orpnizietion, but his support of the acme time.

ABank'sStrength

NM,

The real strength of a bank lies in
the men who run it.
A large surplus is good only as showing that the bank has been well managed'
in the past. The largest surplus is powerless before a present bad management.
This bank invites and expects every
investigation of its business and officers,,
from those people who desire to open
accounts.

An Indecisive
Vetdict Returned
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steal secood. lefloClain singled itie front the illiclintan club. The first
PLANS
right. Bohannon flied to Duggadle
Goes To Benton
was that he had gone there to
The official summary:
pitch one game, but Manager Lloyd
It
Vincennee
ab r bh po a e steted last night that nati had jumpUSED STICKS French,
2b.
1 0 ed. Yesterday was his turn to pitch
4 0 0

ducted, while at evening the Christian
Endeavor meets at the usual hour.

report

iMost

North Twelfth Mission.
At 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon
REV. PINKERTON FILLS OWN
Wilkinson, lb.
4 2 2 13 20 here.
the regular •Sunday-school services
PULPIT TOMORROW
Duggan, If.
0001 O 1
will be conducted at. the North
MORNING.
NOCKED WHITLEY OUT OF Cooper, If.
3002 0
In running after Land's foul fly
Twelfth street Baptist mission.
llippert, 3h.
2 0 0 I 20 Cooper ran
BOX IN THREE INNINGS.
against the east side Rev. T. Y. Owen and Assistants Are
Barbour, ss. .... 3011 5 1 fence near the club house, knocked
a
Conducting Successful Revival
Grace Episcopal.
Donovan, cf.
3 o 2 0 0 T board off and fell clear out of the
Rector David Wright will preach
At
Lone
Oak
Forney, rf.
4001 1 o patk. Fortune favored him for he
at the Grace Episcopal* church toNDSLIDE FOR OLD
Matteson, c.
4 0 1
was not hurt with the exception of
3
Tortori ow morning at the First morrow morning and night.
PADUKE'S WARRIORS. Kolb, rf.
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Clain went to second. Roth advancIAL COMMITJohn
G. Miller residence at Ninth
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TODAY
keeping.
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di, STENCIL COMPANY
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i
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Preparing for the Primary of
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A. Berry on the top floor of the FraFirst Baptist.
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ternity building, a meeting will be
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Baptist
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r
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Jet the ball get by him. Gilligan and garden.
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by primary, therefore same city.
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ing to third. Potts doubled to left
party candidate. He has been filling
First Presbyterian.
again from there next Tuesday.
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the unexpired portion of the term of
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Tom Parente the old Southern
Rev. W. E Cave tomorrow mornYesterday the Jae Fowler went to
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ing before ring hack that way.
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d base. Cooper fouled nut to States
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a large number of partici. announced
'out. Barphis. Tenn., and gets here tomorrow
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that they would run for the position,
Bonn°, recently rekased by Vine'Ttemble Street Methodist.
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hut afeerwarde changed their minds
Rev. A. C. Holder of Lake- ProviThe Peters Lee gets away from
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Forney went net from Potts to of the American association.
and abandoned the field.
Cincinnati this afternoon and reaches dence, La., is in the city with his
Lloyd.
This district is composed of Mar- I.AUNDRY TO THE
Freeman ranks sixth as a pitcher
PADUCAH
this city next Tuesday on her way wife for a visit to the latter's parents, shall, McCracken. Ballard and
The Indians scored another run in in the Central league.
CarMk. and Mrs. C. .W. Morrison, of
down
to
Memphis.
the sixth. Land flied to Cooper. South
lisle countiee, and the chairmen of TOILET
SUPPLY
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The City of Memehis passed up North Twelfth street. Tomorrow these respective county democratic
singled but was forced by Gilligan,
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morning Dr. Holder will fill the pulwho stole second. McClain singled to and South will go to right field litt- yesterday en route back to the T
committees compose the senatorial FOUR CENTS A POUND SPOTpit of the Trimble street 'Methodist
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struck one Teippert was walked. Bar- ning, but he slut first base fully fif- lawyer, and formerly United States
Chief, Glory of God," will' be the 21st, and shortly will have everything
bour forced Hippert and Wilkinson teen feet and was called out after Marshal of West Virginia, died at
IS WRITING INSURANCE FOR
topic
for tomorrow morning's sermon ready for the election. The members
Charleston
from burns received in a
w U'? *med. Donovan fouled nut to Land. reaching home. It was one of the gas explosion.
at the 'Third street Methodist church of the committee state that entries
'Lloyd, the first up in the eighth for longest hits ever made on the local
THE
NORTHWESTERN
MUby Rev. Peter Fields. At night time not made before last Monday night
Paducah. tripled to the left field grounds.
he !elks on "Equality or Level Upon cannot be considered as the party law TUAL LIFE OF MILWAUKEE.
fence and acoreed on Land's single
Wiltice God has Placed Both Rich gives them authority to place the time
over second. 'South went nut from
HE SOLICITS YOUR BUSINESS.
Wiley Piatt, the premier twirler of
and Poor."
limit upon the entries, therefore the
Mattesnn to Wilkinson. Land going the Kitty league, has "jumped" to
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
cootentione of others that people can YOU WILL DO WELL TO SEE
second and stole third. Gilligan Hickman, Ky., where he joined the
PADUCAH. KY.
Cumberland Presbyterian.
get in the races up until fifteen day- HIM. ROOM 12, TRUEHEA
fie a fly to short left. which Dungan strong independent club of that place.
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General Practice.
Tomorrow morning at the Ciimber- before the primary is of no avail and
--eight on the run but &topper!. La"-' It is reported that Pirth is to get
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BUILDIN
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land
n chetch the regular they are barred. The contest comes
OFcoring. Gilligan was out trying to Stoo a month, board and all expenses Office
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Means Our Kentucky Coal will give the most heat, burns up clean and makes no clinkers
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Are You Billious? Personal Mention. The City Loses

Just $50 Taken

The Beauty Of This Beer

Have you that tired, worn-out feeling? Do you have blind or dizzy .
!ilk. Frank Judge returned yester- JUSTICE
BARBER
DECIDED MIKE ISEMAN CLAIMS MAMIE
spells? Do you have shooting pains
day from a month's absence in DenYESTERDAY IN FAVOR Ok
WHEELER, COLORED, GOT
Is
legs?
ial the head, back, arum and
Colo. and other,points.
BUD DALE.
THE ROLL.
'
your appetite bad? If you have these ver,
Mslton 'Sanch4 returned yesIS THAT EACH GLASS IS TWICE AS GOOD AND TWICE
symptoms you need a
terday from a drunuming trip to West Mr. Henry Hand Turned Report Over Detective William Baker Went to
AS SATISFYING AS A GLASS OF ORDINARY BEER,
Kentucky and Tennessee.
to Attorney Crice Yesterday—
Johnsonville After Alleged hloiAND YET
Mr. Harvey Phillips goes to LouisWorking on Statement.
deter—Polies Businsss.
ville tomorrow on 'business.
This
The price is 5 cents each.
MTS. Harvey Phillips and children
Yesterday Justice Richard J. BarThe police are looking for Niani;
week they cost you nothing. Their leave next week for Louisville to vis- ber decided the suit of Proprietor Bud
Wheeler,
a negress who resides id
value to you cannot be estimated be- it Mr.. and Mrs. J. S. McAlister.
Dale, of the New Richmond hotel, Boyd's alley, charged with robbing
cause they may save you a long spell 'Mir. William Scott returned yester- against the city of Paducah wherein
Mr. Mike 1st:mans at whose home she
The day from a trip to Kuttawa and oth- the plaintiff claimed that the municiof illness, or even your life.
worked as a servant. He resides at
days.
every
is
30
one
dose
er points up the road.
pal health authorities ruined much Fourth and Washington streets.
Manufactured only at
Miss Ella Gardner, of New Albany, bedding for him when they moved it
It is claimed that the negro took
Ind., is in the city visiting her grand- from his hotel to. the littele home $50 from its place of keeping at the
mother, Mrs.-M. Carney, of Jefferson rented near the public pesthouse and home and the disappearance of the
IS SOLD EVERYWHERE AT THE USUAL PRICE. WHY
street.
to which place was moved Mrs. Car- money was noted shortly after noon
NOT
DRINK THE BEST BEER
BREWED
WHEN
IT
'Mk. and Mrs. T. Miller Sisson leave son Nelson when she contracted the yeeterday by Mrs. 'semen. The neDOESN'T COST A PENNY M ORE?
today for Denver, Colo., and other smallpox last winter at the hostelry. gro woman resides in Boyd alley on
WHY NOT HAVE A
Prescriptions called for and deliv- Western points for a month's stay. The hotel man ssued for $82.60, but the north side of town, but could not
COOL, REFRESHING DRINK OF
BELVEDERE
RIGHT
Mrs. Frank Cobourn and children Justice Barber gave him judgment for be located there when the authorities
ered to any part of the city.
NOW?
have returned from visiting in Mis- only $43.20. Is is probable the mu- went down after her.
Phones No. riito.
sissippi and Louisiana.
nicipal officials will appeal the action
Ccr. 4th and Broadway,
Mrs. Robert Orme leaves next as they claim they are not responsible
• Tobacco Stolen.
Grandison Taylor, of Covington.
PADUCAH, , KENTUCKY. , Monday for Memphis, Tenn., to join for the ruination of the bedding. Mr.
her husband and take up their home. Dale is not plea4d With the judgnient Tenn., and Sam Gary, of Charlottes
Mrs. R. J. Coleman, of Mayfield, either, and states he hopes the other ville, Va., were arrested yesterday by
is in the city on a isit to her chil- side will appeal same.
Officer Henry Singery on the charge
dren.
of breaking open a box of smoking toPADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Miss Mary Markey, of this city, is
Handed Report Over.
bacco at the wharfboat and stealing
visiting her aunt, Mrs. C. M. Davis,
Mr. Henry W Hand yesterday fin- considerable of the stuff The parties
in Mayfield.
ally completed the report he made of are both negroes who came here only
Charley Parham, the clerk of Ho- the business transacted by the Peo- a few days ago, and ehief Collins betel Hall, Mayfield, is just able to be ple's Horne Purchasing company since lieves they "bless in" on a shantyout after a week's illness. His rela- it was first started, and turned same boots When arrested they were near
tives and friends will be . pleased to over to Attorney Thomas Crice, who the Union depot preparing to skip out.
represents the contract bond holders A white man caught them stealing
BOARDING for ladies or gentle- learn this.
fMr. Sam Dreyfuss left yesterday that are suing to wind up the busi- the tobacco and ran them from the
r-fin at 714 Harrison street. New
for Dawson.
ness of the concern and compel a wharf. It is claimed that, several othphone 877.
L. S. Robbins of lklayfieki, is in showing of everything transpiring ers are mixed up in the matter but as
since the corporation was inaugurat- yet they have not been arrested.
RENT—Furnished 1•001112 the city.
FOR
Mks. Harry G. Tandy and little ed. The lawyers will not consent to
within three blocks of Fourth and
daughter, of Frankfort, are at the publication of the contents of the doe
Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4.
Watermelons Rtained.
Palmer. They arrived yesterday.
unnent, which shows how much monYesterday morning Contractor Ed
Mr. E. M. Sherwood, the Illinois ey was taken in and how much expend Faker, of North Sixth street, reportWANTED—Twenty non-union car
penters. Apply to K. D. Suell, at Central man, of Louisville, is in the ed during the life of the company, and ed to the police that the day before
also for what purposes the company parties visited his big watermelon
Whitteinsore'e office in Fraternity city.
officers paid out the cash.
funding.
patch and destroyed about $too worth
oi the melons. Officer Dick Wood
Not Yet Completed.
FOR SALE—My farm in Arcadia;
arrested Noah Smith and Less CampJustice Richard Barber i• still at bell, both colored lads, who confessed
aiso full blooded Jersey cows. Apply,
work upon the report be is making to being in the party that raided the
' to T. L. Crice or myself. Mrs. L. M.
MR. JOHN SAYERS LOST HIS for the fiscal court and county author field. Later Officers Churchhill and
Bloomfield.
MIND YESTERDAY.
ities, showing how much money he Singery arrested Sherman POindexer
LOST—Elk's tooth watch charm;
paid back to taxpayers for Sheriff for complicity in the affair. The litgold mounting with initials F. J. D. Fired Three Times at His Son And Lee Potter, and also what sums re- tle devils would go through the patch,
Tried to Kill Him While He
on one side, number 217 on other.
main in the found as yet unreturned to k:ck open a melon and if ripe cat it,
Threatened His Laughter.
Finder return to F. E. Graves and
the proper parties. He will get the while if greee pass on to the next one.
receive reward.
statement completed within the next
The Sayers home, on Meyers and few days and hand it in to Judge
Not Yet Fathomed.
LOST—One water spaniel dog, Mill streets, was the scene t an ex- Lightfoot, who continues sick abed
GENERAL INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY. SPECThe police have not yet fathomed
eleven months old; comes to call of citing incident that came near result- at his home on West Jefferson street. he identity of the dastardly culprit IAL
ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY BONDS.
"Ruck;" black in color. Return to ing seriously yesterday morning
who slashed the horse of Mr. Maurice
DON'T
ASK YOUR FRIENDS—WE FURNISH SECURITY.
Hal S. Corbett, 313 North Ninth about nine o'clock. John Sayers,
The best and cheapest coal in Padu- Gammon several nights ago vsbile the
aged fifty, who runs a grocery ad- cah is the Pittsburg Coal.
street, for reward.
animal stood in the stable behind the
OLD PHONE NO. 304.
joining his home, suddenly became
re-idence on Clark near Ninth street
WANTED—Young lady for office demented sod fired three shots at his
N deep gash was cut down the ani:work such as bookkeeping and type- sixteen-year old son Dave Sayers.
mal's thigh and the flesh laid open
writing. Must be good at figures. Fortunately, none of them took effect.
for many inches lens and deep.
'Address in own handwriting, "Book- Shortly siterward his daughter, Miss
Mattie 5 yers, entered the room and
keeper," care Register.
After Murderer.
he threatened to shoot her. Parties MISS CLARA PURCHASE AND
Yesterday at noon Detective WilTERRELL
JAMES
MR.
FOR SALE—A two-story frame succeed'. 1 in pacifying him, however,
liam Baker left here for Johnsonville,
UNITED.
dwelling, seven rooms, huge recep- and he as taken in charge by
Tenn., to catch the steamer City of
tion hall, hot and cold water, good friends nd placed under the treat- Miss Mollie Trees, Well
Memphis which passed here yester- PROF. W. H. M'CONNELL GONE EVERYTHING TURNED OVER
in
Known
THERE TO RESIDE
ment
o:
Dr.
Pendbey.
event
In
the
TO THE REVENUE
out buildings, rrice, yard with shade
day morning bound from St. Louis
This City. Marries at SummerIN FUTURE.
IN
trees. Wil sell on terms to suit pur- that Ms Sayers' condition does not
the
Tenneesee river. Aboard the
for
ville,
Tenn.
chaser. Price reasonable.- Apply at improve, it may become necessary to
steamer is a white passenger charged
Colored Normal School Came to a Police Court Will Not Accept Analy924 North Seventh street. New incarcers'e him. It is thought, howMiss Clara Purchase and Mr. Jas. with murder at St. Louis, and it was
Close Yesterday—Miss Mary
ever,
thst
be
is
suffereing
from
a
sis as Testimony. but Wanted
phone No. 630.
the intention of the detective to meet
Murray is Sick.
temporary mental aberration, due to Terrell have returned from Metropolis the boat here and take the man off
the Chemist Instead.
%here they were united in marriage
ill health.
away
yesterday,
begot
craft
but
the
Saturday Morning, Aug. 5, loos.
This morning at 1:3o o'clock Prof.
The shooting created considerable by Justice Liggett. They are both fore the sleuth could get to the wharf,
Deputy Revenue Collector Robert
excitement in ti at portion of the city, popular young people of this city who and carried on the man wanted. Mr. W. H. MkConnebi left for Washing- Happy, of this district, has taken up
Mr. Sayers heifer a well known man have numerous friends to extend con- Baker then quickly caught the train ton, D. C, to take a position of the matter of Will Kirk and Will
book keeping for the federal govern- Diggs, both colored, selling beer
with many friciels who regret hie un- gratulations upon their union.
Wednesday the young people sur- to join the boat at Johnsonville, and ment. He was accompanied by his upon
fortunate condo' )n. It is believed
the street cars here the night
papers
as he carried with him all the
that with proper care his reason may prised their acquaintances by taking and telegrams received from the St. family. vihich will take up its home of the colored trolley party, and wili
the boat for that popular Gretna
there immediately.
be restored.
Isy same before the federal grand jury
Louis authorities, there is no record
Professor McConnell has been the when it convenes here in the next
—A little daughter was born last
The timely escape of the son is Green where they procured their nec- here in the local office showing the
representative in this section of the month or two. The analysis of Dr.
might at 12:30 o'clock to Mr. and what saved his life as the irrespon- essary license and were wedded. They name of the
accused or nature of his
lifts. Gardner Gilbert. This makes sible father was firing point-bland at returned here that evening and have deed. The detective expects to come country for the King-Richardson G. C. Curry, of Louisville, ha- heet
gone to housekeeping at the Ed C.
company
hook establishment of turned over to him for use by Mayor,
him each time.
Col. Will Patterson a grandfather.
.
Terrell farm to the north of the city. back today.
Springfield. Mass., and several week, Yeiser and City Attorney Thomas
—A small fire occurred about to
The handsome and pretty young
ago took the civil service examina- Harrison, and the revenue man will
-o'clock yesterday morning in a cotHAND FOUND.
Looking for Husband.
bride i, the dathing, and cultured
tion in book-keeping, which resulted take same up. wider the government
tage at 516 South Eighth street owned
Mrs. Johnson and two little chilby Judge J. L. Bethshares and occu- Henry Hale, Small Lad, Brought Up daughter of Assistant Jailer Joseph dren, boy and girt, arrived here yes- in his making a percentage higher laws.
exceedingly
Purchase.
popuShe
is
than any ever made by anyone in the
pied by Lizzie Flughes, colored. LaHand While In Swimming.
The analysis of Dr. Curry, of the
lar with everybody and is endowed terday at noon from over the N., C. state heretofore, his average being
ck damage was done. The fire origin
Louisville College of Pharmacy, was
Tenn.
Jackson,
from
railroad
& St. L.
with
unusually
attractive
pleasant
arid
88 per cent. He was notified of this not
Yesterday morning Henry Hake, a
'sited from a defective flue.
admissable as evidence in the poThe woman comes here to join her fact
last Thursday, and on Saturday lice court
----G. W. Schulte deeded to I. B. small boy, was in swimming in the graces.
steamboat
here when there was up the
on
husband,
a
who works
The
groom
son
of
is
the
Contractor
came information of his appointment charges
Combs, a lot on South Eighth street. Tennessee river just below the basaganoit
locate
not
Digge and Kirk, who
could
She
city.
of
this
out
to a responsible position in the treatket factory in Mechanicsburg when Ed Terrell, and a well known boy.
Consideration, $10o.
are the darkies who had the car chart
him though, and being a stranger ury
department.
—Mrs. McPher.
son, of Butler coun- he dived down underneath the water
ered and who were accused of selling
with no place to go went to police
Well Konwn Here.
Professor McConnell is a very ca- beer. They
ty, who was operated on at the River- in fishing around for things with his
claimed the beverage we&
she
headquarters,
sev
remained
where
The
Benton
states
paper
as
follows
pable and energetic man and has non-intoadcarting
side hospital yesterday afternoon by hand. He soddenly arose to the surand this caused the
sightthen
officers
the
hours
and
eral
many friends who wish him much bottle to
face with a scared look on his face, regarding the marriage cf ?die- Mol- ed her to a boarding house.
Dr. P. II. Stewart, is doing nicely.
be sent the celebrated prolie
Tress,
in
who
this
known
well
is
on
residing
success. He has been
—Ws. Remus Boyd, of the Birder- and it develoepd that he had found
fessional man of Louilville who proMonroe street near Eleventh, and is nounced it alcoholic
-man Grocery company, is recovering. the hand and forearm of a man. It city:
to the extent
Scrap.
Had
a
last
Saturday
resiOn
the
night
at
secretary of the Kentucky State Ed- that
-1-Marjorie, the seven year old girl was brought up and proved to be a
as
it
was
Brown
intoxicatiag
Chris
and
Taylor
as bee, I
Jams
)
of Mrs. Addle Hans, of Hoe Monroe white band, the flesh shriveled up. dence of Will Luckrnan, in Summer- were arrested yesterday morning by ucational association, being re-elected and placed in the same claws as the
ville,
Treas
Tenn.,
Mollie
was
Miss
at
the Mammoth Cave meeting dur- latter. As the
street, was playing in his room yes- while the flesh was dangling at the
analysi -- on. paper.
Officers Terrell and Cross on the
terday, when she fell over a chair and wrist where fish had been nibbling at married to Mr. A. C. Klotz, of Mem- charge of engaging in a fight. The ing June.
could n•st be admitted as testimony,
phis.
week,
Miss
oslast
Mollie
left
fractured her right arm near the el- it It looked as if the wrist bone had
this necessitated Dr. Curry being
tessibly for a visit to Mrs. Luckrnan charge lodged against them was a
Professor Gone,
fallen out.
'bow.
brought here from the. Falls City if
afterwards
while
peace,
the
breach
of
Professor Alexander has left the the city authorities
The lad lives above the Farley gro- at Summerville and to her brother Taylor was warranted on the addi'Articled to
city, where he stopped over for a few ahead with the matter.
cery in Mechanicsburg and turned the Charlie, in Greenville, Miss. This will
SIXTEEN HUNDRED YEARS.
As this worl
tional charge of using insulting lanhe
quite
a
most
of
to
surprise
her
Mississippi
days while enroute to
New YoriZ, Aug. 4.—The Metropoli- hand over to the watchman at the
entail a heavy cost to the municipalguage.
from Chicago, where he has been ity, and Revenue Inspector Happy'
tan Museum of Art has purchased in basket factory. It looks as if some friends, as we presume few of them
knew anything of her contemplated
taking a sunvner course at the Um, wanted to take the question
IParis, according to an announcement corpse was cut to pieces and thrown
up in the
Lone Drunk.
marriage. We do not know Mr Klotz
vetsity of Chicago.
made yesterday, i statuary believed into the river.
name of the government, the warrantspatrol
the
of
Austin,
Driver
John
but
we
do
know
has
that
secured
he
to be more than 1,600 years old. The
against the two (brides in the police
for a wife one of Marshall county's wagon, arrested Jesse Lane yesterday
Normal Closed.
Broadway Methodist Church.
work is a bronze image of Caius Vibcourt were filed away with leave to
on the charge of being drunk.
best
girls.
The summer normal school for the reinstate them at any time.
Order of Wdrship, 10:45 a. m.
ins Treboniamis Gallus, one of the
The anMiss Mollie was one of our best and
colored teachers of the city and Ririe and other documents
Silent prayer, pastor and people.
emperors of Rome, and was dug up
were thew
it
convinced
Pittsburg
be
and
Try
most
popular
eVery
one
and
teachers,
Organ voluntary—Conzonetta.
ty came to a close: yesterday af- turned over to. Mr. Happy
near San Giolvanni Lateran° about
and if he
is the hest you ever had.
who knows her is hef4 friend.
Hymn No. 768.
et, four weeks' existence at the fails to effect atisrthino ii, she federal
fifty years ago by Prince Demidoff.
Ohio
building
on Eighth and
ool
Prayer, concluding with the Lord's
court, there can again be brought up.
the Russian archaeologist, who was
TO FLOAT RUSSIAN LOAN.
E. R. Ferguson, claim agent of the
streets. About fifteen were in attend- the charges Xs the police
then making excavations with the per Prayer.
court.
New York, Aug. 4.—Plans are abbot ance each ilay.
Louisiana and Arkansas railroad, was
'Doxology, people standing.
'mission of Pepe Pius IX. The bronze
The
negroes
are
charged
with sol*
l e
shot and killed by a negro murderer to floae a Russian loan in America and
Scripture lesson.
-when found was in an excellent state
ing intoxicants withont either eit7.4
he was chasing as member of the conferences with this object in view
Teacher Sick.
The Gloria Petri.
of preservation
state or svivernment license.
already have been held, says the Hersheriff's posse.
110es Mary Owen Murray is conScripture Lesson.
No more trolley rides have occurthe
Witte,
Snegius
Mr.
between
ald,
on
home
fined with ittness at their
Offering Organ solo, Vocal Solo,
Dr. Sidney Smith will be back in
red
'among the darkies since 'their
'Near Doella, Ark., Ike Kinney, a Russian senior peace envoy, and rep- Monroe street between Third and boistermas
'his office over Globe Bank & Trust Mire Lewis.
outing of that evening.
or
Wall
two
one
ef
resentatives
of
efone
most
of the
Fourth She is
;Hymn No. 765, people standing.
negro, was shot to death by a posse
Company about August TO.
when the officers hod to quell same.
Sermon, "The Prayer That Suc- after he had killed two people and strew, more prontinent banking firnts ficient and popular teachers orThe
•
city 'public schools.
wounded four others, one a woman. and institutions.
John W Alexander, one of the ceeded."
Electric Light Notice.
No.
,Hymn
People
243,
standing.
most prominent men in Mason coun%II bills are due and payable at the
Comertunion.
Galvanized Robber Roofing warMTS. W. C. Scofield will open her
C. C. Willard, owner of the Ebbitt
ty, Ky., is dead at his home in MaysBenediction.
house, at Washington, died in -Aran- ranted for steep or flat roof or over vocal class 'Sept. sit and will accept *Mee of the company, 120 South
sae. Mr. Alexander served two
Evening Worship fl o'clock.
I old shingles, requires no coating or a limited number of pupils. Appli- growth street. Current will be Aletic City.
tenni in the state legislature.
Sermon, "A Boy From Home."
Co.. cation!' addressed to her residences continued if bills are not paid an or
Ford Muuttfacturing
I paint.
Selo, Mrs. Lewis.
h ints.
cago. G. R. Davis & Bro., local 08 South Third street, will reach 'ger before August to.
IA German seradron of seven bat- l aCge
J. Ho Mlansfield & Co.. brokers ef
in Chicago.
"; fie-416s bas'arrived at Stockhr,lm.
PADUCAH CITY RAILWAY. ,
New York, have suspended. .
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